
Wednesday Full Day Schools and Workshops 

9:00am – 4:30pm 

 

The Foundation Course in Dowsing 

an ancient technique to find your truth 

 

School Instructors: Joan Reid, Tic Gaudreau, Richard Roy, Brad Young, 

Dave Darrow and Sandi Isgro 

 

           “Dowsing changed my life and the lives of my loved ones.” 

Your instructors will share their  knowledge of the art and science of dowsing 

so that you can fully participate in this ancient means of knowing.  Many of 

us dowse to find lost objects, keys, pets, and other personal items.  Some of 

us are also called upon to dowse for water, oil, and minerals.  We use 

dowsing to get answers to “yes and no” questions, to help us navigate our 

future and to make decisions. 

 

The goal of this class is for you to learn the “Foundation” of dowsing and 

give you the hands on practice you need so that dowsing becomes a part of 

you. 

 

Course materials will be included. Your kit will include: pendulum, Y-Rod, 

L-Rod, Bobber, and the Foundation Course Manual (which contains a wealth 

of information about dowsing). 

 

You will learn: 

1. How to use the four basic dowsing tools included in your kit 

2. To properly prepare yourself to dowse 

3. How to ask valid questions to receive answers 

You will be coached by seasoned dowsers in small groups and given 

individualized attention.  We will answer your questions, share a few dowsing 

stories, laughs, and experiences. 

  
Finally, at the end of a fun and fast paced learning day when the course is 

completed, you will have the skills, knowledge, basic tools, and confidence 

you will need to commence your dowsing journey and further studies. 

 



At the conclusion of the course you will receive a certificate as a reminder of  

your achievements.  As an additional benefit of being a member of ASD, you 

will have access to monthly meeting calls where you can ask questions and 

learn from other dowsers about a wide variety of subjects. 
.                   *Note: Course materials included in fee. 

 

LOCATING & CLEARING THE MENTAL/EMOTIONAL DRIVERS OF 

DISEASE 
Roxanne Louise 

Mental and emotional stress plays a part of every health challenge. Some stress such as the death 

of a loved one is so devastating that there is a clear connection. But usually, it is a slow, steady, 

cumulative effect of unresolved issues that wear away the body's resources so that it can no 

longer muster the strength to protect itself. Some issues or vulnerabilities are inherited; some 

perhaps are carried over from past lives. A great deal is unconscious. Dowsing excels in locating 

& clearing the stuck energies, the negative beliefs or judgements, the unhealed trauma (both 

yours and that of your ancestors). We will look at the shocks and internal conflicts that trigger 

many specific health conditions, the metaphysical meanings of disease, secondary gain, and 

multiple other ways to dowse out and resolve the major stressors that once complete free up 

energy for the body to move back to health. 

 

 

Wednesday Morning Workshops 

9:00am– 12:00pm 

 

KEEPING SIMPLICITY IN THE COMPLICATED WORLD 

David Kane 

 

The purpose of this workshop is to enlighten us in the understanding of the balance between our 

3D world and what I call our 5D world or spiritual world.  Dowsing is one way to access one 

from the other. We start with explanations of what these things are and our aim is to have an 

enlightening interactive discussion.  You already know a lot about these things and we hope to 

present some new perspectives. 

 

Technologies on the edge of 5D 

    Prior knowledge or interest in: Ormus materials, technological anomalies like Nitinol, Joe 

cells, Browns Gas, Magnetic fields in fluids, Iridescence and metallic glasses, alternate energies 

and God and Jesus, Buddah etc. 

  

 



The 3D side of the world 

      Human concepts and how to identify them, The dilemma of words, How money is created, 

Economic System, Legal system function, Conspiracy theories, Who gains and why, Where do 

we place our energies for the most benevolent outcome 

 

Aspects of the discussion: 

Why Dowsing is so important as the only verification tool for many. All questions are welcome. 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION TO RADIONICS 
Marty Lucas 

 

The student will be introduced to the basic theory and practice of 

radionics. There will be a limited number of instruments available 

for hands on exercises. At the conclusion of the workshop, the 

student will understand the relationship between dowsing and 

radionics and have a working knowledge of how to use basic 

radionic instruments for subtle energy work. 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

Wednesday Afternoon Workshops 

1:00pm – 4:30pm 

 

 

UNIVERSAL PENDULUM WORKSHOP 

Alicja Aratyn 
 

Universal Pendulum, developed by Andre deBelizal and Leo Chaumery in 1930’s in Egypt and 

finalized in Paris, is considered the most advanced dowsing tool on the world. UP is based on 

observation of Earth rotation around the Sun and – consequently – light beaming on the surface 

of Earth. Full spectrum of light contains two sub-spectrums: visible and invisible. Universal 

Pendulum is the only tool, which allow you to measure not only 7 colors from Visible Spectrum 

but also 17 frequencies from Invisible Spectrum of Light! 

 

By using Universal Pendulum we can: 

• Remove detrimental frequencies from the body on much deeper level then with regular 

pendulum or hands-on modalities 



• Heal by supplying body with specific vibrations of spectrum of light directed with laser-like 

precision to the inner organs or parts of the body  

• Check and correct energy level of homes, objects and people 

• Immediately clear and enhance the energy flow in any place  

• Attract Abundance, Prosperity or whatever you need in your life 

and more… 

During this day we will perform a full treatment with UP, and due of access to those 17 

vibrations we can also understand the source of condition. There is no tool that gives you such 

in-depth opportunity. 
 

 

INTERWOVEN II: TOOLS FOR TUNING YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS 

THROUGH VOICE, SOUND + MOVEMENT 
Diana Domingo 

 

In this Interactive Playshop, you will go on a journey deep into your Own Voice, Sounds, 

Frequency + Universal Vibration to Tap into Your Pure Potential. Through the weaving of 

Group and Individual Vocal, Sound, and Movement Exercises, each participant will experience 

and understand themselves as a “Voice” - an Instrument of Directed Intention + Creativity - and 

leave with an extensive Sonic Tool Set to advance their life’s work, including: 

1. A variety of Vocalizing/Singing, Toning, Mantra, Sacred Instruments (incl. Tuning Forks, 

Chimes, Bowls) and Chants for different intentions and messages to the universe.  

2. Breathing + Breath Support techniques to clear obstacles + strengthen the Voice. 

3. Learning to call to your Soul/Consciousness with your own Voice. 

4. Techniques for Clearing Voices in your Mind + Body that no longer serve you.  

5. Visualization and Movement Exercises to Illuminate the Body with Sound + Frequency, Tune 

the Organs + Energetic Bodies.     

Everyone Welcome - No singing or musical experience required! 


